
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING WORKING GROUP

Working Group meeting 16 February – Florence
Morning session: ESF Simplification and 

Management



AIM OF THE MEETING

• To have an exchange of views on European Social Fund management 
and simplification, examining regional best practices in this area with a view 
to contributing to the CPMR position on the revision of ESF and presenting 
these messages to the European Parliament and Council

• To have an exchange of views on youth mobility from Member regions, 
with a view to contributing to revision of European mobility instruments with a view to contributing to revision of European mobility instruments 



REVISION OF ESF (I)

JUNE 2011
Commission proposals for the Multiannual Financial Framework 2014-2020 

OCTOBER 2011
Commission proposals for Cohesion Policy legislative package (6 October
2011) amounting to €376 billion
• Common provisions for ERDF, ESF, EAFRD, EMFF (General Regulation)• Common provisions for ERDF, ESF, EAFRD, EMFF (General Regulation)
• Fund specific regulations – including ESF regulation

FEBRUARY 2012
European Parliament working document on ESF regulation (end of
February) – rapporteur: Ms Morin Chartier MEP

MAY 2012
Draft European Parliament report on General Regulation – rapporteurs:
Lambert Van Nistelrooij MEP and Constanz Krehl MEP



REVISION OF ESF (II)

JUNE / JULY 2012
Draft European Parliament on ESF regulation
Adoption of General Regulation report in REGI Committee

SEPTEMBER 2012
Adoption of General Regulation report at European Parliament plenary
sessionsession

END 2012 / EARLY 2013?
Agreement on MFF and Cohesion Package



COHESION POLICY – WHAT HAS 
CHANGED (I)

2007 - 2013 2014 - 2020
Community Strategic Guidelines and 
National Strategic Reference Framework

Common Strategic Framework and 
Partnership Contract (Agreement?) 

In line with CPMR proposal on Territorial 
Pacts!

‘One fund one programme’ principle and Possibility for multifund programmes and

•

‘One fund one programme’ principle and 
EU funds subject to different rules

Possibility for multifund programmes and
common provisions for all funds

In line with CPMR proposal on strategic 
approach to European funding!

Lisbon earmarking Thematic concentration

Two categories: Convergence regions 
and Competitiveness and Employment 
regions 

Three categories: Less developed 
regions, transition regions; more 
developed regions



COHESION POLICY – WHAT HAS 
CHANGED (II)

NEW PROVISIONS
• New measures on programming (joint action plans, integrated territorial 
investments, community-led local development) and binding European code 
of conduct 
• New simplification measures
• Four types of conditionalities: (ex ante; macroeconomic; performance 
reserve; performance review)reserve; performance review)
• New measures for sustainable urban development 

THE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS REMAIN MUCH THE SAME:
• The European Social Fund remains in the Cohesion Policy – a long 
standing CPMR proposal!
• Regional Growth Domestic Product (GDP) as a key indicator for the 
division of regions under singular objectives
• Eligibility period calculated over an average of three years



STICKY POINTS

• Negotiations over overall budget of Cohesion Policy may dictacte strategic 
orientations of the ESF 

• The ESF is seen as a sectoral instrument and not a territorial instrument 
(Commission and European Parliament alike)

• Partnership Contracts… good idea but what does it mean for regions ?• Partnership Contracts… good idea but what does it mean for regions ?

• Simplification and reducing administrative burden

• Macro economic conditionality



ESF MANAGEMENT AND 
SIMPLIFICATION I

• Possibility to continue ESF support to local employment initiatives, 
territorial employment pacts, local social capital…

• Integrated approach to community-led local development
• Facilitates integrated investment by small communities including local 
authorities, NGOs, and economic and social partners
• Integrated approach and common rules = can be financed jointly from ERDF, • Integrated approach and common rules = can be financed jointly from ERDF, 
ESF, EAFRD and EMFF

• Possible support of sustainable urban development strategies
• At least 5% of the ERDF resources to be allocated to integrated actions for 
sustainable urban development
• The ESF may complement the ERDF for the actions falling under its scope



ESF MANAGEMENT AND 
SIMPLIFICATION II

• Eligibility of expenditure: Equipment is now eligible

• Simplified cost options :
• obligatory for small projects
• higher ceiling for lump sums
• more legal security provided

• Financial instruments
• Possible use of the ESF through risk-sharing schemes, equity and debt, 
guarantee funds, holding funds and loan fund
• ESF policy-based guarantee



DRAFT CPMR POSITION ON ESF

Specifically on simplification and management:

• Enhanced participation of the regions in the design, strategy and 
implementation of ESF programmes:

• to respond to local needs and mobilise local actors and partnerships
• to reduce bureaucracy
• to increase visibility and added value of ESF• to increase visibility and added value of ESF

• Support for global grants and community-led local development
• Against all forms of macro economic conditionality
• Better coordination with other EU funds, particularly with ERDF 
• Clarity on implementing rules at the start of the programmes when 
regulations are transposed at national level
• Better cooperation between supervisory authorities
• Concerns over number of output and results indicators in annex of the 
proposal



WORKING GROUP ACTION PLAN

• Make proposals for amendments to EP report on ESF – February / March

• Technical meeting with advisers (from the EP political group and 
secretariat general) to discuss CPMR position on ESF - March

• Political meeting with Ms. Morin Chartier MEP and shadow rapporteur to • Political meeting with Ms. Morin Chartier MEP and shadow rapporteur to 
present key messages – April/May

• Reinforce position paper with a view to getting it adopted at June CPMR 
Political Bureau



A FEW CONSIDERATIONS…

• Decentralisation / Territorialisation angle of ESF management
• Coordination of policies on the ground (only territorial actors can know 
how to identify and solve cross-sectoral issues)
• Partnership – the regional level has the legitimacy to involve relevant 
actors on the ground and target ESF where it matters

• Multifund programmes (CSF) – potential to align the funds could help… • Multifund programmes (CSF) – potential to align the funds could help… 
or create more complexity ? What safeguards do we need in the regulation 
to avoid errors from the past ? 

• Global grants – previous work at the CPMR recognizes the added value 
of global grants. There is a risk that these might disappear… what case can 
we make to maintain these ?

• More simplification – what can we suggest to improve the proposals of 
the Commission ?



Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!



DEBATE QUESTIONS

• Are the proposed investment priorities in line with  
the aspirations of your region? Are there any 
particular areas where ESF made a particular 
difference in the current programming period?

• Do these proposals suffice to guarantee the 
involvement of regions in ESF management? Would 
the involvement of regions help contribute to the 
added value and visibility of the ESF?

• Are there any concrete proposals we can make to 
the Commission on simplification and management?


